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First Modified Section

12 Event Notification Function
The Event Notification Function shall allow an application to specify the initial point of contact which it is interested in.
The Event Notification Function provides the necessary mechanisms which enables an application to request the
notification of subscriber or network related event(s). An application may in addition request the cancellation of
subscriber or network related event notification. For all subscriber related events the application shall always specify the
subscriber for which the Event Notification Function is valid. Once an application has enabled the notification of
event(s), the Event Notification Function shall report the event(s) until such time the application explicitly requests the
termination of the event(s) notification.

When the event occurs, the  application that requested the event is informed.. The notification of the event shall be
accompanied by unambiguous information identifying  the original request and event related data.. For example, in case
of an application is interested in “message” the notification to the application shall indicate whether it is incoming or
outgoing, in case of chargeable events, the application shall receive details as used at the network to create a Call Detail
Record. In this case, processing in the network is not suspended after notification of the event to the application.

The Event Notification Function includes the availability of offering additional criteria to be specified by the
application. The set of criteria is individual and may vary for the event requested. The detailed set of criteria available
for each of the events belowabove are described in [6].

12.1 Subscriber Related events:
•  A user becomes available.

when a subscriber registers to a network and this event is armed by an application, that application shall be
notified. Registration in this sense is further detailed in the chapter on User Status Functions. 12.3.1. Attach
and detach applies for CS and PS.

•  An initial call processing event occurs.

when a call to or from a given user is created and this event is armed by an application, that application shall
be notified.

•  A message is sent or received.

when a message to or from a given user is sent or received and this event is armed by an application, that
application shall be notified.

•  A chargeable event happens.

when a chargeable event occurs for a given user and this event is armed by an application, that application
shall be notified.

•  The user´s status is changed.

when a given user changes her status (e.g. from idle to busy) and this event is armed by an application, that
application shall be notified.

•  The user´s location is changed.

when a given user changes her location (e.g. leaving a certain area which is “identifiable” by the network)
and this event is armed by an application, that application shall be notified.

•  The Terminal Capabilities are changed.
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when the capabilities of a terminal change (e.g. when a keyboard is attached) and this event is armed by an
application, that application shall be notified.

Note: The ability to support this function is dependent on the ability of a terminal (through e.g. MExE or WAP)
to notify changes in its capabilities.  Therefore this function will not be able to supply event notifications
for terminals not supporting notification of their terminal capabilities.

12.2 Network Related Events:
•  A network fault management condition is met,

when a fault management condition occurs at the underlying network (e.g. congestion of network
components) and this event is armed by an application, that application shall be notified.

•  A network service or network service capability de-registers,

when a network service capability feature de-registers with the Framework all applications which  are
currently authorised to use this service capability feature shall be notified.

12.3 Other Related Events:
•  A change in presence related information.

If any presence related information changes (such as one or more presence information attributes or a user’s
availability), and this event is armed by the application, that application shall be notified.  Presence information may be
associated with a user, device or service, or any abstract entity that has the ability to report presence information.

Next Modified Section

13.2.3 Information Transfer function

The Information Transfer function shall enable an application to indicate to a user, or to respectively an application in
the UE or USIM about the presence of existing information for the userher.  Physically, this indication may be sent by
the underlying network e.g. as a SMS or USSD message to the terminal. The Information Transfer function provides the
means to inform the underlying network that an indication shall be sent to the user.

NOTE: For 3G release 99 mechanisms like USSD or SMS may be employed to transfer the indication to the
user’s terminal.

The following functions shall be supported:

- send information notification:

- the Send information notification function provides the means to inform the underlying network that an
indication shall be sent to a user, or to  respectively an application in the UE or USIM about the presence of
existing information for the userher;

- request message receipt notification:

- the application can request to receive a notification every time a message is received in the mailbox for the
user. This allows the application to take the appropriate action, e.g. informing the user.

End of Document
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First Modified Section

13.2.4 Charging functions

Call and Event Charging

Call and Event Charging functions enable the application to instruct the network and inform the user with charging
information and to add some additional charging information to the network generated Call Detail Records. Some of the
following charging facilities are available only if the network either controls the account or has access to it.

The OSA Call and Event Charging function shall enable an application to:

- define and manage thresholds (e.g. session duration, data volume) for a call;

- provide additional charging information to be included in the Call Detail Record. This may contain information
transparent to the network;

- transfer Advice of Charge data (as defined in [5]) to the terminal.

Service Usage

These charging functions shall enable applications to augment subscriber accounts maintained by the network and to
charge subscribers for using services. These applications are not necessarily telecommunication related. In addition to
charging subscribers for service usage, these functions could also be used for payments in an online purchase scenario.

Provided, that these functions are supported by the underlying network an application shall be able to:

- Check, if – for the service to be provided by the application – the charge is covered by the subscribers account
or credit limit

- Reserve – for the service to be provided by the application –  a charge in the subscribers account, that can be
deduced from the account after service delivery.

- Deduct an amount from the subscriber’s account. If a reservation has been made earlier, this amount should be
taken from the reserved amount.

- Release a reservation acquired earlier. If part of a reservation has been deducted already, just release the
remaining reservation.

- Add non-monetary units to a subscriber’s account.

- Deduct non-monetary units from a subscriber’s account.

- Reverse a completed charge transaction, e.g. after repudiation.

The functions for charging application usage shall meet the following general requirements:

- Hide payment policy (e.g. prepaid/postpaid) from applications

- Hide payment type (credit card, cash, bank withdrawal) from applications

- Hide subscriber’s identity towards the application. This would provide anonymity (like for prepaid customers).

- Support prepaid subscribers. This requires that the application immediately gets informed if the subscriber’s
account covers the service usage costs. If not, the application may reject serving the subscriber.

- Allow for Multi-currency support. This shall allow service providers to request charging in their preferred
currency

General Account functions
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These functions provide access to sensitive data. They shall be restricted to client applications that had been granted
additional privileges via suitable means, i.e. as authorised by the framework function.

The OSA general Account function shall enable an application to:

- retrieve a transaction history of a subscriber’s account, this may include

- the retrieval of  a list of monetary or non-monetary amounts that have been debited from or credited to a
subscribers online account,

- the request of additional information on the specific transaction (e.g. the application or service description
provided with the actual transaction).

- check a subscriber’s current account balance.

- monitor the subscribers account and may request to get informed of any change.

- ask the charged user for an explicit, interactive confirmation before any charging operation is performed. The
General Account function will support  a procedure to obtain confirmation by the user. Such a procedure shall
be under the control of the network.
Note: There is no requirement to standardise this procedure.

In case an application retrieves a list for a subscribers’ transaction history, it shall specify the time interval for which the
transaction history shall be retrieved.

End of Document
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10 Security requirements

10.1      Security requirements on User Profile Access management

10.12 Security requirements on User Profile Management
The User Profile Management functions shall be able to grant or deny access to individual parts of the subscriber’s User
Profile as described in the clause 7.

The User Profile Management functions shall ensure that all operations on parts of User Profile data are authorized.

The type of access is one out of:

- Reading user profile information; in case parts of the User profile is subject for reading it shall unambiguously
be identified by the application,

- Adding information to the user profile,

- Modify existing information in the user profile.

The control of access rights are in principle on the user's discretion. The user shall have the possibility to allow or
restrict the retrieval and presentation of her user related data. The mechanism how a user is able to maintain access
rights is for further study.

End of change
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First Modified Section

13.2.4 Charging functions

Call and Event Charging

Call and Event Charging functions enable the application to instruct the network and inform the user with charging
information and to add some additional charging information to the network generated Call Detail Records. Some of the
following charging facilities are available only if the network either controls the account or has access to it.

The OSA Call and Event Charging function shall enable an application to:

- define and manage thresholds (e.g. session duration, data volume) for a call;

- provide additional charging information to be included in the Call Detail Record. This may contain information
transparent to the network;

- transfer Advice of Charge data (as defined in [5]) to the terminal.

Service Usage

These charging functions shall enable applications to augment subscriber accounts maintained by the network and to
charge subscribers for using services. These applications are not necessarily telecommunication related. In addition to
charging subscribers for service usage, these functions could also be used for payments in an online purchase scenario.

Provided, that these functions are supported by the underlying network an application shall be able to:

- Check, if – for the service to be provided by the application – the charge is covered by the subscribers account
or credit limit

- Reserve – for the service to be provided by the application –  a charge in the subscribers account, that can be
deduced from the account after service delivery.

- Deduct an amount from the subscriber’s account. If a reservation has been made earlier, this amount should be
taken from the reserved amount.

- Request the network to split the deduction of an amount among several subscribers accounts or other chargeable
entities according to a specified partitioning. It shall be possible to notify an individual subscriber's account or
other chargeable entity about the percentage of the total amount, to which the deduction has been performed
Note: this requirement also covers the case when the total amount to be deduced is calculated by the network.

- Release a reservation acquired earlier. If part of a reservation has been deducted already, just release the
remaining reservation.

- Add non-monetary units to a subscriber’s account.

- Deduct non-monetary units from a subscriber’s account.

- Reverse a completed charge transaction, e.g. after repudiation.

The functions for charging application usage shall meet the following general requirements:

- Hide payment policy (e.g. prepaid/postpaid) from applications

- Hide payment type (credit card, cash, bank withdrawal) from applications

- Hide subscriber’s identity towards the application. This would provide anonymity (like for prepaid customers).

- Support prepaid subscribers. This requires that the application immediately gets informed if the subscriber’s
account covers the service usage costs. If not, the application may reject serving the subscriber.
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- Allow for Multi-currency support. This shall allow service providers to request charging in their preferred
currency

General Account functions

These functions provide access to sensitive data. They shall be restricted to client applications that had been granted
additional privileges via suitable means, i.e. as authorised by the framework function.

The OSA general Account function shall enable an application to:

- retrieve a transaction history of a subscriber’s account, this may include

- the retrieval of  a list of monetary or non-monetary amounts that have been debited from or credited to a
subscribers online account,

- the request of additional information on the specific transaction (e.g. the application or service description
provided with the actual transaction).

- check a subscriber’s current account balance.

- monitor the subscribers account and may request to get informed of any change.

In case an application retrieves a list for a subscribers’ transaction history, it shall specify the time interval for which the
transaction history shall be retrieved.

End of Document
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6 High level requirements to OSA
The following high level requirements apply to the OSA application programming interface (API). The standardised
API shall be:

- independent of vendor specific solutions;

- independent of programming languages, operating systems, underlying communication technologies,  etc. used
in the service capabilities;

- secure, scalable and extensible;

- independent of the location where service capabilities are implemented;

- independent of supported server capabilities in the network;

- independent of the transport mechanism between the service capability features server and the application server;

- It shall be possible for an OSA application to continue operation in case of  a consecutive upgrade of the
underlying OSA capabilities. This ability to operate may be limited to a specific time period which is managed
by the network operator.

- Access to Service Capability Features shall be realised using modern state of the art access technologies, e.g.
distributed object oriented technique might be considered.;

- OSA shall be aligned as far as possible with equivalent work in other bodies, such as ETSI SPAN,Parlay and
JAIN;

- OSA shall allow applications access to home network service capability features. Access to Service capability
features other than those provided by the home network is not required;

- It is not required that SCSsnetwork entities, which provide the implementation of OSA interfaces (SCFs), be
mappable to 3GPP standardised functionality, nor that the existence of a standardised interface / protocol to
communicate with 3GPP standardized network elements is required.OSA does not require that SCFs, to which
OSA provides an API interface, need to be 3GPP standardised entities, nor that the existence of a standardised
interface / protocol to communicate with these SCFs is required.
Thus it is permissible to e.g. build a OSA API function into a WAP gateway to retrieve terminal capabilities
from terminal supporting the WAP protocol.

Note: If the SCFnetwork entity, to which OSA provides an API interface, is a 3GPP standardised entity and if a
standardised interface / protocol to communicate with that network entity SCF exists it is recommended
that 3GPP defines a mapping of the OSA API functions to that interface / protocol.

End of Document
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First Modified Section

12 Event Notification Function
The Event Notification Function shall allow an application to specify the initial point of contact which it is interested in.
The Event Notification Function provides the necessary mechanisms which enables an application to request the
notification of subscriber or network related event(s). An application may in addition request the cancellation of
subscriber or network related event notification. For all subscriber related events the application shall always specify the
subscriber for which the Event Notification Function is valid. Once an application has enabled the notification of
event(s), the Event Notification Function shall report the event(s) until such time the application explicitly requests the
termination of the event(s) notification.

When the event occurs, the  application that requested the event is informed.. The notification of the event shall be
accompanied by unambiguous information identifying  the original request and event related data.. For example, in case
of an application is interested in “message” the notification to the application shall indicate whether it is incoming or
outgoing, in case of chargeable events, the application shall receive details as used at the network to create a Call Detail
Record. In this case, processing in the network is not suspended after notification of the event to the application.

The Event Notification Function includes the availability of offering additional criteria to be specified by the
application. The set of criteria is individual and may vary for the event requested. The detailed set of criteria available
for each of the events above are described in [6].

12.1 Subscriber Related events:
�A user becomes available.

      when a subscriber registers to a network and this event is armed by an application, that application shall be
notified. Registration in this sense is further detailed in chapter 12.3.1. Attach and detach applies for CS and
PS.

•  An initial call processing event occurs.

when a call to or from a given user is created and this event is armed by an application, that application shall
be notified.

•  A message is sent or received.

when a message to or from a given user is sent or received and this event is armed by an application, that
application shall be notified.

•  A chargeable event happens.

when a chargeable event occurs for a given user and this event is armed by an application, that application
shall be notified.

•  The user´s status is changed.

when a subscriber registers to a network or when a given user changes her status (e.g. from idle to busy) and
this event is armed by an application, that application shall be notified. Registration in this sense is further
detailed in the chapter on User Status Functions. Attach and detach applies for CS and PS.when a given user
changes her status (e.g. from idle to busy) and this event is armed by an application, that application shall be
notified.

•  The user´s location is changed.

when a given user changes her location (e.g. leaving a certain area which is “identifiable” by the network)
and this event is armed by an application, that application shall be notified.
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•  The Terminal Capabilities are changed.

when the capabilities of a terminal change (e.g. when a keyboard is attached) and this event is armed by an
application, that application shall be notified.

Note: The ability to support this function is dependent on the ability of a terminal (through e.g. MExE or WAP) to
notify changes in its capabilities.  Therefore this function will not be able to supply event notifications for terminals not
supporting notification of their terminal capabilities.

12.2 Network Related Events:
•  A network fault management condition is met,

when a fault management condition occurs at the underlying network (e.g. congestion of network
components) and this event is armed by an application, that application shall be notified.

•  A network service or network service capability de-registers,

when a network service capability feature de-registers with the Framework all applications which  are
currently authorised to use this service capability feature shall be notified.

12.3 Other Related Events:
•  A change in presence related information.

If any presence related information changes (such as one or more presence information attributes or a user’s
availability), and this event is armed by the application, that application shall be notified.  Presence
information may be associated with a user, device or service, or any abstract entity that has the ability to
report presence information.

Next Modified Section

13.3.1 User Status functions

The User Status functions enable an application to retrieve the user's status, i.e. to find out on which terminals the user
is available.

The following functions shall be provided:

- retrieval of User Status:

- the application shall be able to retrieve the status of the user . (e.g. the user is busy, her terminal is attached,
or detached).

- notification of User Status Change:

- the application shall receive notifications when the user's terminal attaches or detaches:

- detach: the user's terminal is switched off or the network initiates detach upon location update failure;

- attach: the user's terminal is switched on or there has been a successful location update after network
initiated detach.

- the application shall receive notifications when the user’s status moves from idle to busy, or from busy to
idle.

Attach and detach applies for CS and PS.
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The application shall be able for each terminal to start/stop receipt of notifications.

End of Document
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13.3.6 Functions for retrieval of Visited Network Capabilities

OSA applications make use of network capabilities offered through the abstraction of the service capability features. As
a user may be served by network capabilities in a VPLMN, applications may benefit from knowing the differences that
exist between the home and visited network capabilities. Such information may provide the ability for an application to
tailor its behaviour according to the capabilities of the visited network.

The functions for retrieval of Visited Network Capabilities shall enable the application to obtain information about
discover the network capabilities of the serving visited network servingof a subscriber.

The iInformation provided to the application shall contain the following information, if available:

- Available network toolkits, including level of support (e.g. CAMEL Phase X), OSA version Y),   

-     Available Service Capability Servers (e.g. SMSC, CSE),

- Supported Network access, (e.g. GPRS, CS, IMS), and in case of no support, detailed information (unknown
support, roaming not allowed, …).
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- Annex A (informative) : Use cases
This informative annex describes how the OSA functions described in the normative section of this document could be
used to deploy enhanced multimedia services.

Service Scenario Description

The service scenario described below is the following: a user has subscribed to a tourist board information service, and
each time he will enter a new interesting location the service provider will offer him to watch a video showing the main
attractions of the area. The service is charged 1 Euro per movie.

Step by step description

Note: The following description does not imply any physical location of the different functions, or any mapping
between the SCFs and the network capabilities. The processes internal to the different entities are not detailed.

FF: Framework Function

NF: Network Function

UF: User data related Functions

Step 1: On-line Service Level Agreement

This step is intended to sign an on-line service level agreement (SLA) between the information service and the
framework.

OSA SCFs
Service
Provider

FF - Application-Network Authentication

The Service Provider
is authenticated

The Framework
is authenticated

FF - Application-Network Authorisation

The list of non-framework functions the application is
allowed to use is established.  SLA is signed.

Step 2: Service initialisation

The Service Provider will discover all the service features available in the network (e.g. location update, service usage
charging…), and set up the parameters necessary to render the service (i.e. the service provider asks to be notified
whenever the user enters a specific geographic area). The list of available service features depends on the SLA.

Note: It is assumed that all the available Service Capability Features have already registered.
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OSA SCFs
Service
Provider

FF - Service Discovey

List of available
SCFs

UF - Notification of Location Update

Step 3: Service Delivery

The service provider is informed that the user has entered a new geographical area (e.g. Japan). After checking that the
user has enough money left on his account, the service provider retrieves the terminal capabilities. Based on this
information, the service provider can determine the type of content that can be sent to the user (for example a black and
white video if the terminal does not support colour display,…). The service provider will then reserve 1 � LQ WKH DFFRXQW

of the subscriber. A multimedia session will be established between the service provider and the user, and the user will
then be displayed the sightseeing information. Once the movie’s display is over, the session will be released and the
service fee will be deducted from the user’s account.

OSA SCFs
Service
Provider

UF - Report of Location Update

NF - Charging Function - Service Usage - Check solvency

UF - Retrieve Terminal capabilities (media available, screen size…)

NF - Charging Function - Service Usage - Reserve

NF - Create Multi-media session

NF - Release Multimedia Session

NF - Charging Function - Service Usage - Deduct 1 Euro

.

The service provider
identifies which type
of video can be
delivered to the user.
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